
Kenya Judicial Service 
Commission
12 meetings a year, 156 individual board packs
47,000 pages of paper save

Kenya Judicial Service 
Commission had to produce over 
100 board books every year for 
directors, and were missing out 
on features present on tablets 

and desktops.

OnBoard exceeded with strict 
criterion their organization 
needed, OnBoard proved 

to be easy, secure, and cost 
efficient.

CASE
STUDY

JSC attained a return on investment 
by cutting out paper and printing, 

the result of reducing consumption 
by nearly 47,000 sheets of paper 

every year.



CHALLENGE
The results speak for themselves. JSC attained a 

return on investment by cutting out paper and 

printing, the result of reducing consumption by near 

47,000 sheets of paper every year. JSC is thriving 

off of using OnBoard and plans to continue using 

its features to be simple, secure, and cost efficient.

The central challenge facing The Judicial Services 

Commission (JSC) centered on the preparation and 

distributional limitations of paper. The secretariat 

of JSC handled a calendar that stretched upwards 

of 12 meetings a year, demanding 156 individual 

board packs for the directors. This taxing effort 

was compounded by revisions and the time lost 

by needing to courier the board books to their 

directors. Tablet innovation had also made the 

directors keenly aware that they were missing out on 

advanced features that paper could never deliver. As 

OnBoard exceeded the strict criterion JSC set out; 

the solution had to be easy to use, secure and cost 

efficient. With On board the hurdles imposed in 

creating and distributing board book were quickly 

swept away. JSC created and updated and distribute 

paperless board books with just a few clicks of a 

mouse. Electronic delivery resulted in instantly 

updated revisions, saving time and money.

In the board room OnBoard’s simple interface 

facilitated faster and more reliable access to critical 

documents. Directors were no longer bound by the 

limitations of paper, they searched through their 

one compiled board book with ease and drafted 

notes that couldn’t be lost. When they needed to 

recall an item from a previous meeting, it was right 

at their fingertips. All the previous agenda items 

are stored on the app making reference to previous 

archived meetings just a few taps away. 
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OnBoard is truly the world’s only third generation board portal solution. A true multi-device 
capable mobile platform, collaboration enhancing, highly integrated, meeting productivity tool 
that puts all these capabilities in the hands of directors with an extremely intuitive, easy to 
jump in and learn user interface. And unlike older board portals, OnBoard can be test driven 
with a free, no strings attached, full feature trial. The leap from print or the first generation of 
digital to the 3rd generation leader, OnBoard, has never been easier.
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